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MASTER CLASS:  DIVINITY IN THE NEW AGE, CREATING 
ASPECTS OF SELF IN NOVA EARTH 

Description: 

This eight session Master Class is an in depth exploration of personal and 
collective aspects of Divinity. Once one understands that this is a God-Centered 
Universe, it becomes imperative to understand the varieties of Divinity that exist 
within each element of creation, including aspects of our own divinity and that of 
the cosmos. The overlighting Master will take us through a series of Teachings 
that will enhance our consciousness and bring each of us to a greater realization 
of the workings of the Divine Mind. Each class is unique in its presentation and 
content, but all classes together will give you a clear, comprehensive 
understanding of the Universe and your place in it. 

The overlighting Ascended Master Teacher (AMT) will give brief discourses on 
each class theme, followed by interactive discussion and intrapersonal activities. 
Depth of content for succeeding classes is based on student comprehension and 
completion of weekly assignments. The Teaching method is Socratic in nature 
and students will be expected to complete soulwork (AKA homework) in the form 
of answers to brief questions given by the Master. Students email their answers to 
the channel (Rev.AliceAnn@OakRose.net), no later than  three days before the 
next class, so that an in-depth response to each student can be given by the 
Master.  

This Master-level course will be based on the overlighting Master’s Teaching for 
that class’s topic. Handouts and reading selections may also be given prior to that 
night’s topic, although homework/soulwork is solely based on the Master’s 
intuitive questions, which are based on student class interaction and 
demonstrated knowledge/application.  

 

Objective: 

To understand and apply personal and cosmic aspects of divinity in one’s life and 
within the human collective consciousness. 
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What You Will Learn: 

• How the Universal Mind manifests Consciousness and how you are an integral 
part of that Divine Consciousness. 

• How to distinguish between learning about Enlightenment and actually 
manifest it as a living reality in your life.  

• How to distinguish between the lower manifestation of thought and the higher 
manifestation of consciousness. 

• How the mechanisms  of your own consciousness create your next physicality. 

• How to cultivate the skills of channeling and telepathy as Divine aspects of 
Higher Consciousness. 

• How to utilize Cosmic Aspects of Divinity such as Ascension Seats, chambers 
of Light & Healing, and communication with the Masters & Elders of other Star 
Nations. 

• How to work with all Divine Aspects of Heaven, including but not limited to: 
Archangels, the Nine Ranks of Angels, The Seven Mighty Elohim, the Lords 
and Ladies of Light and the Realms of Light. 

• How to cultivate and hold the Divine Aspects of your Divinity in Christ 
Consciousness Awareness. 

• The key aspects of Nova Earth and the New Age of Humanity and how you 
can assist the Spiritual Hierarchy to manifest our new Earth reality here and 
now. 

Duration/Scheduling: 

This Master Class comprises eight sessions, which are held every two weeks. 
Each session runs for three hours, normally on a week night (6-9 pm US MST).  

This Master Class is currently being conducted during the Northern Hemisphere 
Spring of 2017. The timing of future courses will be based on participant demand 
and the directions of the Ascended Masters Teachers.  

Note: These classes are progressive, so we strongly encourage you to faithfully 
attend all classes, unless otherwise advised by your overlighting Teacher. 
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Master Class Outline  

Session 1. Nova Earth Reality and the New Age of Consciousness 

This initial Master Class provides an introduction to the Divine Aspects of Nova 
Earth. As you are already aware, Nova Earth Reality is a collective manifestation 
from the human consciousness of Earth. However, as we learn the elements of 
the New Age and how to work with them in our daily life, we become that 
manifestation of living Light/Life for our new Nova Earth Reality. This class brings 
together the various aspects of our new physicality, the development of our Divine 
Consciousness, and how all our Divine Aspects are forming here and now, and 
what is expected in the coming year/s for humanity’s full and complete upliftment. 

Session 2. Divine Consciousness and the Energy of the Divine Mind: 

Cosmic Consciousness is the total aspect of the Divine Mind. Out from that 
Source Consciousness comes all that is, the Energy of Creation and all aspects 
of universal existence and manifestation.  As you learn to acquire the four stages 
of Consciousness, you will elevate your awareness and expand your own 
consciousness accordingly. 

Session 3. Thought versus Divine Consciousness 

Thought inhibits Divine Consciousness as it is of the lower mind, whereas feeling 
is the true Divine Aspect of Awareness. As you learn to let go of the grasping 
aspects of thought and ego, you will begin to naturally cultivate the Divine 
Aspects of Conscious-Awareness. This is the integration and cultivation of Christ 
Consciousness Awareness, which on a larger scale is the ultimate progression to 
Enlightenment and self-realization and mastery. You can by virtue of this simple 
letting go of thought become a living Earth-Master, ready for the four stages of 
Higher Consciousness and full and complete Enlightenment. 

Session 4. Enlightenment and Your LightBody 

Enlightenment is a State of Awareness that cannot be acquired by knowledge; 
only by its natural occurrence when the individual consciousness is ready. When 
the individual God-Consciousness is fully realized in this life or another, the 
Energies of Heaven and your own I-AM Awareness will elevate you into your 
Lightbody. Each body of Light is unique, each is manifested by the natural 
elevation of the soul. And, it is this Awareness of Christ Consciousness in action 
that manifests the change in you and in the Cosmos. 
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Session 5. Channeling and Telepathy 

Channeling for God and the Higher Beings of Light is an acquired skill; still, you 
must activate the facets within consciousness (crown chakra) to be able to 
cultivate the skill. Channeling is not telepathy, but it does share many Divine 
Aspects within consciousness. There are classifications of channeling and types 
of telepathy, each can be learned; to acquire them you must cultivate a presence 
of mind-heart awareness that allows the activation in your current physical reality. 
These steps may seem slow to manifest at first, but with practice, dedication and 
the knowledge as to how to open and cultivate these skills you will be able to 
discern how these gifts of Higher Consciousness may manifest in your life. 

Session 6. Becoming a Divine Messenger for God 

This second class on channeling and telepathic receptivity is a further opportunity 
to work with the Masters and your classmates in order to more clearly understand 
your gifts in this age of Awakened Christ Conscious-Awareness. We are all 
receiving and transmitting as Divine Messengers for God and the Light of Heaven 
at this time of Earth’s transition to 5D. However to become a Divine Messenger 
for God in life your service must be dedicated and steadfast before God and 
before the High Holy Ones of Heaven. This is predicated on the nature of your 
desire to serve God in life; how you choose to do it and what gifts/skills you are 
able to cultivate in consciousness and in fortitude. As we each begin this Divine 
Aspect of Nova Earth, to receive and transmit, we must enrich our consciousness 
with Divine Presence, Awareness, and the Great Peace. A steadfast focus on 
daily meditation, journaling, and daily timeliness of receiving channeled messages 
or Divine transmission must be adhered to in order to become a reliable clear 
channel/messenger for God.  

Session 7. Earth, the Hierarchy, and the Cosmos 

As Ascension goes forth and the forerunners of Divine Consciousness learn to 
cultivate their Higher Mind (Divine Consciousness), more Divine Aspects of God’s 
Universe (Creation/Cosmos) can be known. Understanding the gifts of the 
Masters, Elders of Light, and aspects of the Divine Kingdom will assist you in 
furthering your own Higher Self Awareness. Ascension Seats of the Masters and 
Logoi, Chambers of Light and releasement (from the Elders of other Star 
Nations), as well as a clearer picture of the Structure of Divinity will assist you, not 
only to cultivate these Divine Aspects, but will be a significant teaching platform 
for you as you assist others to cultivate their own Divine Aspects. 
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Session 8. Collaboration with the Divine Mind and Powers of Heaven 

As your consciousness develops into the Higher Divine Aspects of its becoming, 
you will now more easily understand and be able to work with the High Holy Ones 
of God’s Universe. Understanding the Divine Order (structure of God’s Creation) 
is essential, but the actual practice of working with the Higher Realms of Heaven 
is crucial for those who wish to channel and work with the Divine Aspects of Light 
for the betterment and upliftment of humanity. Archangels and the nine Kingdoms 
of Angels, Angels of Light from the Great Great Great Central Sun (TuLa), the 
Mighty Seven Elohim and the Five Secret Elohim, together with the Divine 
privilege of contact with the Lords of Light in the Higher Realms of Heaven are all 
available to those who answer the Call and who know themselves as Children of 
the One God (Father-Mother Creator Most High). Sometimes it is for the purpose 
of sending forth Divine Light, sometimes it is to send healing forth, and sometimes 
it is for personal realization and mastery; in each case the openness of the Divine 
Aspect of Consciousness/Awareness is required, no matter at what level you 
have been able to manifest at this time. Remember Cosmic Law always gives you 
exactly what is needed at any given Divine moment and you are always able to 
allow all or as much as you desire to manifest your next level of attainment. 

 


